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INTRODUCTION 
  
Generally, Series 1/A and Series 2/C Roll-A-Doors have sufficient inherent stiffness to resist the 
normal wind loads that occur in normal installations. B&D offers wind locking options that are 
designed to resist wind loads that occur in cyclonic areas or in unusual building configurations or 
other areas that are subject to high wind velocities. 
 

PROCEDURE 
 

To following details are required to assist you in selecting the correct door for your application:  
• Determine wind speed in metres per second either from local data or regional map. (Page 3) 
• Determine terrain category. (Page 4) 
• Determine if the building is single opening or multiple openings in nature. (Page 5) 
• If height of door is 3m or less, and no special conditions apply, then use the quick reference 

chart: Series 1/A roller door single opening matrix or Series 1/A roller door multiple opening. 
• If height of door is 5m or less, and no special conditions apply, then use the quick reference 

chart: Series 2/C roller door single opening matrix or Series 2/C roller door multiple opening.  
 

 
IMPORTANT 

 
The roller door selection matrix charts are only valid for the following conditions: 
 
• The door is not within the shaded areas at the corners of a building. (within 10% of the 

building side length of a corner) 
 

 
 
• The door does not extend more than 10m above ground level in its immediate vicinity. 
• There are no large openings in the roof or walls of the building. 
• The door or is not located near the edge of a cliff, a sudden large change in terrain or facing 

the sea front. 
• The building is not a hospital, communications facility or any other building that has special 

significance in a disaster situation. 
 
If these conditions do not apply, particularly if the situation is more exposed, all relevant details 
including location, terrain category, height above ground, shielding, building configuration and 
opening size should be supplied to B&D Engineering for advice. 
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New Zealand Wind Regions 
 

 
 

New Zealand - Basic Wind Speeds  
 

Wind Zone Wind m/s Km/h
Low 32 115

Medium 37 133
High 44 158

Very High 50 180   1 Km/Hr = 0.277 m/s 
 

Source: New Zealand Standards NZS 3604:1999. 
 
Note: This data should only be used when specific windspeed data is not available from the local 
authorities. 
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Terrain Category Definitions 

 
Category 1: Exposed open terrain with few or no obstructions and in which the average height of 
any objects surrounding the structure is less than 1.5m. 
 
Category 2: Open terrain with well scattered obstructions having heights generally 1.5m to 10m. 
Airfields, open parklands and relatively undeveloped, sparsely built up outskirts of towns and 
suburbs would be included in this category. 
 

 
 
 

Category 3: Terrain with numerous closely spaced obstructions having the size of domestic 
houses 3 to 5 meters. This category encompasses well wooded areas, and suburbs, town and 
industrial areas fully or partially developed. It is expected that most applications will fall within 
this Category and selection of a more severe Category will be deliberate. 

 
Category 4: Terrain with numerous large, high (10.0m to 30.0m high) and closely spaced 
obstructions such as large city centres and well developed industrial complexes. 
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Note: Photographs and descriptions of typical Category 2, 3 and 4 terrains are sourced from Australian 
Standards AS1170 Part 2 1989 SAA Loading Code wind forces. 
 

 
 

Single Opening vs Multiple Opening: Building Configuration Coefficient Definition 
(Cp) 

 
The shape of the structure to which the Roll-A-Door is to be applied will cause varying loads for 
any given wind velocity. The structure is subject to pressure on the face which faces the direction 
of the wind (windward side), and is subject to a suction pressure on the opposite side of the 
structure (leeward side). The combination of these pressures must be taken into account in the 
following door applications: 
 

• Where there is only one major opening in the area to be enclosed by the Door.  
 
• Where there is another major or dominant opening in the area to be enclosed by the Roll-

A-Door that could cause a suction effect. Examples are a domestic building with front and 
rear garage door or in an industrial building with multiple doors on at least two faces.  
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Blowing In Of Doors  

 
Below is an example of the approximate wind strength / pressure required to blow in a Roll-A-
Door using people as the catalyst. 
 
A human can apply a horizontal force of up to 300N for a short period of time. 
 
Assume that force is distributed over the door 0.5m above and below the point of application. 
For the door type and door width selected, multiply the maximum pressure allowed by the width 
of the door in metres and then divide by 300 to calculate the number of people required to push 
the door in. 
 
For example: For a 3.0m high, 3.1m wide Series 1/A door: 
 
Regular guides: 
Max allowed pressure: 210Pa 
210 x 3.1 = 651N push in force 2.2 people required to push in 
 
High wind guides: Blow in only 
Max allowed pressure: 222Pa 
222 x 3.1 = 688N push in force 2.3 people required to push in 
 
High wind guides and clips 
Max allowed pressure: 2340Pa 
2340 x 3.1 = 7254N push in force 24 people required to push in 
 
 
 

 
MAXIMUM SAFE WIND LOAD PRESSURES 

 
The matrix recommendations are determined by physical testing complete doors, partial product, 
curtain sections and components using air pressure, dead loading methods and component test 
rigs. 
 

ROLL-A-DOOR WINDLOAD CAPACITY 
 

To allow Series 1/A and Series 2/C Roll-a-Doors to meet the various wind loads, a series of high 
wind guides and windlock devices are available. As either the severity of the terrain category 
increases, or the width of the door, a combination of these devices is recommended. 
 
The systems are: 
Series 1/A - Regular Guides 
- High Wind Guides 
- High Wind Guides and Clips (Blow in / Blow out) 
Series 2/C - Regular Guides 
- High Wind Guides and Clips every second flat 
- High Wind Guides and Clips every flat 
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WINDLOCK SYSTEMS 

 
The optional B&D Windlock System is available on both Residential & commercial B&D Roll-
A-Door®. This system provides added security and greater resistance to the effects of high winds, 
by holding the door curtain ‘captive’ in the guides.  

Security: The B&D Windlock System offers extra security, as it provides strong resistance to the 
door being forcibly pushed in on vulnerable buildings.  

High wind areas: In areas that are affected by adverse weather conditions such as high wind 
areas or cyclonic weather conditions, the B&D Wind lock System can significantly increase the 
protection offered by a Residential & commercial B&D Roll-A-Door® in unusual building 
configurations or other areas that are subject to high wind velocities. 

The selection data for windlock testing has been based on the recorded wind velocities and 
calculation loads in AS 1170 1989 - Part 2. 

SERIES 1/A 

Guides: Extruded aluminium guides have been selected for various reasons, such as: - ease of 
handling, cost efficiency and additional strength. (See Diagram 1) 

Opening width: The door should be at least 130mm wider than your garage opening if securing 
the guides to timber jambs or 190mm wider than the opening if fixed to brickwork. That is the 
door should overlap each side by 65mm or 95mm, depending on your structure. 

 

 
 

Sideroom: A minimum of 135mm each side for timber openings and 165mm for brick openings, 
is required. High Wind Guide Kits include 1 pair of aluminum High Wind Guides and a bottom 
rail stiffening bar. (See Diagram 2) 
 
Note: The wind performance of the door will be dependant on the strength and rigidity of the 
garage structure and the correct installation of these guides. 

The High Wind guide is detailed in Diagram 1.
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High wind guide: Dimensions and  
 Fixing points 

High wind guide with curtain clipped on 
both sides.  

Series 1/A Diagram 1
 
Residential Roll-A-Door®: Door overlap (B) and Sideroom dimensions (A) 
 
 

 
Diagram 2 

 
 

 A B 
Timber/Steel 135mm 65mm 
Masonry 165mm 95mm 
 
N.B. THE DOOR MUST BE ORDERED 
USING THE ACTUAL DLO. THE 
FINISHED DOOR SIZE WILL BE 
CALCULATED AUTOMATICALLY. 
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SERIES 2/C 
 

Guides: Extruded aluminium guides have been selected mainly for their ease of handling as 
well as their suitability in cost and strength areas.  
 

 
Opening width: The door should be at least 175mm wider than the opening if securing the 
guides to timber or masonry or 100mm wider than the opening if fixed to steel. That is, the 
door should overlap each side 87mm or 50mm, depending on structure. 
 
Sideroom: For fixing to steel a minimum 226mm sideroom is required on the chain wheel 
side of the door and 175mm sideroom is required for the tail or plain end. 
 
For fixing to timber or masonry, 262mm sideroom is required on the chain wheel side of the 
door and 210mm is required for the tail or plain end.  
 
Please note the wind performance of the door will be dependant on the strength and rigidity of 
the building structure and the correct installation of the guides. 
 

 

Diagram 3 
 

A1 A2 B
Steel 226mm 175mm 50mm
Timber / Masonry 262mm 210mm 88mm  

 
N.B. THE DOOR MUST BE ORDERED USING THE ACTUAL DLO. THE 
FINISHED DOOR SIZE WILL BE CALCULATED AUTOMATICALLY. 
 
Plastic slide clips: 
 
As the Series 2/C windlocked door is not fitted with Nylofelt® edge stripping, plastic clips are 
fitted to ensure smooth operation. The clips are a ‘snap-on’ design, incorporating a plastic 
hinge and catch to form a positive attachment to the edge strip 
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IMPORTANT NOTE:  
 
The guides are designed to offer protection under extreme conditions, by improving the 
ultimate resistance of the door to blow in or out. However, it should be noted that under 
extreme pressure, the door will offer a very high rate of protection, but in doing so, can be 
permanently deformed and possibly require replacement. 
 
High wind guides are not to be used in mullion, wicket or escape gate applications. 
 
The guides must be securely fixed to a material and structure that has sufficient strength, 
rigidity and an even surface to provide a firm base. Any inadequacy in fixings or structure 
will result in reduced performance. 
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